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FOREWORD

Dick B. Dewan has been contributing articles on topical issues
which have been published in our weekly Himalayan Observer. He

is currently a research fellow under Viswabharati, Santiniketan,
and has also chosen yet another important issue—'Education in the
Hill Region, Its Development and Present Status' for his
dissertation. He is working under Dr. D. P. Mukherji, Deptt. Of

Education, Vinaya Bhawan, who is the guide for the project.

After obtaining his M.Ed, from N.E.H.U. (Shillong) he is now

teaching at St. George's High School, Pedong. He is hard working
and has been utilizing most of his time toward studying his subject
mainly on education—^its changing theme here in the hills and in
national perspective.

These collection ofarticles have been brought out in book form
as his maiden work which may help everybody understand
problems and perspectives on education.

The book is a measure of the author's interest, tenacity and

sincere application to delve on a subject which has acquired
importance in the national scene, and is hotly debated today
through various platforms.

Himalayan Observer

June 9,1984

(V)

B. D. Basnet

Publisher
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'WitTXngCish "Be JABoCisReiC?

WILL ENGI^ISH BE ABOLISHED?

This is February, the month when schools reopen in the
hills. After a wintry respite there is expectation all around as new
boys and girls seek admission in schools. The children in their
new uniform are seen crowding the streets, the playgrounds and
the tiny rooms of schools. There is mad rush for new books,
pencils and other teaching aids which are costly these days. Some
students look for second hand books from those in higher classes,
but some schools keep the books changing, and publishers are
benefited. Those who get hold of old books at half price are the
luckier ones as books aire costly and with many children going to
school with changing syllabus and texts it becomes a very
difficult proposition to meet up the cost of uniforms, the session
fees, text books etc. But there is no escaping from the liabilities
twice in Kalimpong once when schools reopen and again during
the month ofAugust when schools insist that children come out in
neat uniforms while participating at the march past at Mela
ground—a tradition peculiar to Kalimpong.

Man wants change and change is the law of nature. It is
inevitable for men and society. Men however conservative they
may be desire some change in outlook, technique, values and life
style. Change is in a way education. We welcomechange here and
there in every aspect of our life which is acceptable to us. Some
changes which are not acceptable to us are forced down upon by
circumstances.

We agree that change in school curriculum is also in
keeping with the changing needs of society. It is desirable that

-w.4d..
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curriculum is reviewed after a period of certain interval so that
outdated and obsolete subjects are replaced by new ones or at
least tbey are modified inthe light ofpublic needs and interests.

In this light today in West Bengal controversy has been
raising whether to retain English in the schools or not. The
process of abolishing English has started from the primary
schools upwards. The patriotic fervour has over-taken the zeal
with which English was once taught in the state. According o
decision of the Left Front Government in the State P"® ^
school children may not have to learn English from
appears to be the start given by the government wi a
altogether abolishing English from school ' ^t
doubt has been lurking in everybody's mind that the^^^
phase of Angregi hatao initiated by the have
end up atthe college and University level. And, Eng
gone for ever from our school and college syllabus.

Although India got her Independence
and sacrifice the Britishers left a legacy an giave to a
language. So we seem to nourish a stigma o ei »phe
language of those who were once rulers o t^ gj^pire India
language which we got as a legacy of the I^"tisn
has, on the other hand, acquired anindigenous s through
34 years of independence. We inherited the langnag^^ ^
generation of learning. It has become a sort o co our
link language and in international field, i project thelink language and in international ii ' , oroject
politicians, intellectuals, thinkers, philosop er
image ofchanging India

"u

It appears that English learning is not so old
upon our growing ones in the primary schoo ^ ^ teaching
method of translation-teaching which can
of the language, "A basic ^ e^ly school years,
normally be acquired very rapidly during

'WUTXngCisfi Re JABoCisfied^

said Dorothy McCarthy, a great educationist. She further says,
"The child whose language development is seriously delayed for
any reasons labours under an insurmountable handicap in his
social and academic relationship. The earlier a child can acquire
a facility in linguistic expression, the sooner he is free to reap the
benefits of the use of this valuable tool in all his intellectual
pursuits."

Although Mahatma Gandhi strongly advocated for the
mother tongue as the only effective instrument of one's
education, Sunanda Sanyal, in his article (Statesman, December
2,1980) has mentioned that "in fact hnguists have not been able
to gather any evidence for the popular belief that education is
best received through the mother tongue. On the contrary,
psycho-linguistic research shows that, until adolescence, normal
children can acquire, remarkably easily, two, three or even more
languages provided that nothing happens to arouse their
hostility. Soif it is possible whyshouldwenot equip our children
with a knowledgeof foreign language from the very childhood so
as to enable them to understand or communicate a little with
other group or community.

Let us allow our children to come out with some good
grounding in at least one foreign language (English) which
increases their communication skill and the working knowledge
useful forhigher and technical learning. Byjust starting learning
fundamentals of the language only from the secondary level may
not provide children,with enough experience and strength in
their ability to speak, read and write in Enghsh medium at the
University level.As we know, at this time the University Grants
Commission is seriously considering introduction ofEnglish tests
for entrants to universities. The UGC is going to recommend
some measures for the improvement ofEnglish teaching and has
suggested thatEnglish be taught as acompulsory subject at least
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collegesto be able to impart lessons through regional language.

Writes the Statesman in its editorial dated January 10,
1981: "By dispensing with the study of English, or making it
optional the Left Front cannot hope to further its professed
egalitarian interests or fight the supposedly elitist bias of the
English medium education. The demand for admission to English
medium schools has sharply increased, the language policy is
merely deepening the division between social and econoniic
groups, and perpetuating greater opportunities for the
privileged. Nor will this policy promote the study of the mot er
tongue..."

The intellectuals and the Left Front's political opponen s
are being blamed for continuing the agitation agains e
government's educational policy. The above editorial has rig y
mentioned that the educational policy has been causin
increasing dismay even to the people without any ideo ogica
bias.

Today even after 33 years of our achieving indepen en
Hindi has not been able to capture its status of ^eing t ®°
language although it was so desired in theconstitution, n
as everybody knows,has been in use as official language,
by tradition has become one ofour important languages. ®
reason orother English language hasbeen with us. Dispens
English even at the primary school stage or any a j
denigrate it will surely be resented by people who have re
its importance and value in our life. There are
fanatics of this language and even the diehards w o °
language in high esteem not to be parted with thp. ^fitude
seem proper for a government to take an intransigen a
whenthere is growing opposition to its policies. It wou ®
democratic if the government takes careto respect public op
and modifies its policies in that light.

Himalayan Observer, 21st February 1981

SS!'

Oj>en University

OPEN UNIVERSITY

'Open University', an ambitious experiment to enable the
people irrespective of age and qualifications to have higher
education, is about to start in West Bengal. It is really going to be
a unique opportunity for those who have not been able to get, for
some reason or other, a place at the University but may still be
seeking to develop their individual potentialities.

It is highly commendable that the West Bengal
government has already prepared a scheme to set up an Open
University on the British pattern. It is understood that the State
Higher Education Minister, Sri Sambhu Ghosh had discussed
the scheme with the Union Education Minister Sri S.B. Chavan,
and the University Grants Commission. The scheme, the first of
its kind in the country, is being welcomed by Sri Chavan. It is said
that according to the preliminary survey, this University scheme
has evoked tremendous response from all section of people,
especially housewives.

Since the scheme of Open University is of British origin as
it was being pioneered by Britain a decade ago, it would perhaps
be worthwhile to understand it in that context.

It was first publicly mooted in '63 by Mr. Harold Wilson,
the then P.M., whenit was describedas the 'University ofthe Air',
but today it is called the Open University. The University
received the stamp ofofficial recognition on July 23,1969, when it

.n..'I.' • ; •.int..






















